Nursing Administration

A nursing administrator, or manager, is in charge of the largest caregiving parts of a community. Making hard decisions and solving problems is a daily challenge.

Are you a person who:
- Enjoys leading others?
- Is very responsible?
- Understands how to motivate others?

What are similar careers?
- Manager
- Other Health Services
- Health Insurance Agent

What is the salary?
$74,000 - $90,000

How much schooling is needed?
Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing

How can you prepare to become part of the Nursing Administration Team?
- Write reports after collecting factual information.
- When friends disagree, help them fix their problem.
- Make a budget to help you complete a project.

Career steps
Director of Nursing
Assistant Director of Nursing
Clinical Manager
Registered Nurse Supervisor
Records and Reporting Nurse

Employment outlook

After working as a nurse for several years, I felt ready to lead others. I feel confident in my ability to help others be a good nurse, too.”